Important Note
These product details are subject to change as the COVID-19 pandemic evolves.

Product Definition
- WCS powered by LabCorp provides onsite staffing resources and supplies to perform screenings for ESSENTIAL employees that include temperature checks and an evaluation of symptoms/exposure to COVID-19. WCS LabCorp to capture results on the screenings performed and work with client to direct employees to either proceed onto work or to be redirected to HR for next steps as directed by the employer/HR department.

Price Details
- **Full Day Shift:** $720 per screener to be onsite
  - 5-8 hours per shift
- **Half Day Shift:** $360 per screener to be onsite
  - 4 hours or less per shift
- 2-3 minutes per individual screen
- 20 - 30 employees can be screened per hour per WCS LabCorp screener

Product Lead Time
- 1-4 week lead time depending on need for thermometers

Product Components
- Participant Questionnaire (WCS LabCorp screener **verbally** reads to participant)
- Supplies
  - Thermometer- infrared, temporal or ear (driven by market availability)
  - Gloves
  - Hand Sanitizer
  - Alcohol Swabs
  - Disinfectant wipes
  - PPE for staff
    - Gloves
    - Disposable Lab Coats if required
    - Masks (driven by market availability)
- Staffing
  - Staffing requirements include WCS LabCorp healthcare professionals with experience in taking vitals.
- Reporting
  - Total participation tally at the end of the shift

Product Model/Assumptions
- Event will take place in a location that promotes social distancing to keep participants and event staff safe
- WCS LabCorp will provide all supplies, but can use supplies if client has them readily available
o WCS LabCorp will use our question set, but can use question set from client upon request
o Evaluation will be a two-step process: if either step does not meet the criteria to return to work or stay at work the participant will be directed to the designated business leader at the client site to make the final decision on whether the individual can return to work or stay at work:

  o **Verbal Questionnaire:** The participant will provide responses to verbal questionnaire. If any of the responses indicate a risk exposure, the participant must proceed to the designated business representative at the client site after the temperature check is completed.

  o **Temperature Check:** If the participant’s temperature is > 100.4 (can be adjusted), the participant must proceed to the designated business representative at the client site for a final decision to return to work or stay at work